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Application Of Statcom In Voltage Stability
Analysis Of Wind Based Distributed Generation
System
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Abstract: This paper probe the application of FACTS device STATCOM for enhancement of voltage stability of 9 MW wind based distribution
generation system which is connected to a grid through a transformer. The simulation results of considered wind farm illustrate that the after
connecting the statcom to the considered system the voltage profile of the system is considerably improved.
Index Terms: Wind Power, Voltage Stability, FACTS, Statcom
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1. INTRODUCTION
In neoteric years, with the increase in world economy the
energy requirement is increase in considerably amount. The
environmental pollution has become a major anxiety and
energy crisis has led people to look towards new sources for
generating power which is clean and green energy like
solar, wind geothermal, biomass energy etc. Wind Energy
having several advantages like it acts as a clean and
endless fuel, it incorporates modular and scalable
technology, it reduces dependency on imported fuel for
power generation, and it provides energy price stability. The
developing countries like India committed towards use of
renewable energy sources. India is having a separate
ministry for looking towards power generation from such
sources called MNRE i.e. Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy. India is having a good potential of wind energy, it is
kind of renewable energy which can produce electrical
power without affecting the environment and it is also
economically viable to use. It can supplement source in
conjunction with the conventional power generating sources
like thermal power plant. While connecting a wind based
distributed generation system to a grid several disturbances
have been observed among all such disturbances and
issues voltage stability is very crucial, hence suitable
measures are needed to keep voltage stability of wind
based DG System at suitable level. Use of FACTS at
appropriate place in system is the most suitable for voltage
stability enhancement. FACTS [2] are Flexible Alternating
Current Transmission System, these are power electronics
based controllers used for enhancement of power transfer
capability and increasing line loadability of the line. They not
just controlling power flow but also improve the voltage
stability. As STATCOM (Static Synchronous Compensator)
is having excellent response time i.e. 1-2 cycles & good
voltage support compatibility that’s why in this paper
STATCOM [5] is connected to wind Based distributed
system for enhancing the voltage stability of considered
system.
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STATCOM provides support to the system either by
supplying or absorbing the reactive power as and when
required. The simulation has been carried out by using
MATLAB 2018B software & performance of considered wind
power plant is analyzed with and without STATCOM.

2. WIND BASED DISTRIBUTED GENERATION &
VOLTAGE STABILITY
2.1 Wind Based Distributed Generation System
Distributed Generation [1] is termed as operation and
installation of small generating technologies for power
which can be collaborated with energy management &
storage systems. It is employed to improvise the operations
of the electricity delivery systems at or near the end user.
These systems may or may not be linked to the electric
grid. A DG system using wind energy as a power generating
source known as Wind Based Distribution Generation
System.

Fig. 1 Interconnection of DG
2.2 Voltage Stability
Voltage Stability is the competence of a power system to
keep steady admissible voltages at all buses in the system
under general operating conditions and after being
subjugate to a hindrance operating condition. A Power
system is said to be voltage stable if voltages after an
abnormal condition are nigh to voltages at normal operating
condition. Voltage stability is also termed as load stability.
Voltage stability [4] is major issues that will influence the
operation and functioning of wind power generators and
power grids. Voltage stability declination is mostly because
of reactive power absorbing of wind turbines during the
system contingencies and continuous operation. During
disturbance in the grid the behavior of various wind turbines
use presently is different. In case of system contingencies
due to consumption of reactive power by Induction
generators behavior may change and they may acts like a
induction motors during system contingency and will
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deviate the voltage stability of the grid. Voltage Stability
problems may be occur due to following factors like due to
Faults, due to Increase in loading, due to Increase in
reactive Power Demand, due to Wind Speed Variation, due
to Wind Penetration Level Problem of Voltage Stability Can
be extricate by using following two methods:
 By Using FACTS Compensation Devices: As
compensation provided by capacitors is fixed and
they cannot enhance the stability of the system.
Various FACTS devices like IPFC, STATCOM,
SVC, and UPFC can be used.
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fed from an energy storage device at the level of input, it
generates or absorbs controllable real and reactive power
independently at its terminal of output.[7]

By Using DG’s of Proper size & at appropriate Location: By
using optimization techniques optimal location and sizing of
DG’s can be obtained by which voltage stability can be
enhanced.

Fig.3 Equivalent Circuit of STATCOM

4. Analyzed System and Its Simulation

3. STATCOM
It is STATCOM as a static synchronous generator
connected parallel with the load; it can control the reactive
power with variable capacitive or inductive current that does
not depend on the system voltage. The word STATCOMs
comprises of three words. First is ―static,‖ which indicates it
has no rotational part and it is made up of solid state
switches. Second is ―synchronous, ‖ which shows three
phase synchronous machines & third one is ―compensator‖
can be seen as providing reactive power support. The
STATCOM having so many benefits like small size, pronto
time response, better dynamic characteristics and
immaculate voltage control. The voltage source converter is
the chief constituent of the STATCOM. A DC capacitor is
linked to the VSC’s input side to provide the required DC
input voltage. The output of the Converter based on voltage
source is nearly sinusoidal by using the filters. The major
function of the STATCOM is to generate sinusoidal
waveform at the PCC and to regulate the flow of reactive
current. STATCOM is also capable to supply active power
as well. Through the phase angle between the converter
output and the AC main voltage it is controlled. By using the
converter’s output voltage magnitude and the AC main
voltage reactive power is controlled.

In this designed system a wind farm comprising of three
pair’s 1.5-MW squirrel Cage Induction generator wind
generators. It is linked to a distribution system of 25 kV
which exports power to a 120-kV grid by a feeder of 25 KV
25-km, the considered system is simulated using Simulink
tool of Matlab 2018B software. This paper highlights the
effect of speed on wind turbines, on the considered model
which indicate the active power, reactive power, wind turbine
rotor speed and voltage on 25kV bus with and without
STATCOM.

Fig.4 Analyzed Model
Reactive power absorbed by the considered Wind Power
Induction Generator’s is somewhat recoup by capacitor
banks cohesive at each wind turbine low voltage bus (400
kvar for each set of 1.5 MW WT’s). The remaining reactive
power needed to keep the 25-Kv voltage at bus B25 close to
1 per unit is given with the help of 3-Mvar STATCOM with
droop setting of a 3%.

Fig. 2 STATCOM
 Modelling of STATCOM:
STATCOM is a parallel connected reactive power
compensator whose inductive and capacitive output current
can be curb independent of system AC voltage. When it is
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 Operation of protection system
The trip has been started by the AC Under voltage
protection at time t 15 s, a phase to phase fault is applied at
terminals of second wind turbine, it causes the tripping of
same turbine at time equal to 15.11 s. After tripping of
second WT’s, the first and third WT’s continue to generate
3 MW individually.
 Impact of STATCOM
To analyse the impact of the "STATCOM". Firstly, we
disable the phase to phase fault and putting Statcom out of
connection by opening the 3 phase fault block menu and by
enabling the manual Switch block which is in conjunction
with the "Trip" input of the "STATCOM". After resuming the
simulation with new connections, we note that the due to
privation of reactive power support the voltage at bus bus
25 decreases to 0.91 per unit. This circumstances of low
voltage will directly affect the concerned induction generator
which results in overloading of first wind turbine and this
wind turbine is tripped at time equal to 13.43 s.

Fig.5 Wind Turbines Performance without STATCOM
For wind speeds ranging from 4 m/s to 10 m/s the
mechanical power of turbine as function of speed of turbine
is considered. The nominal wind speed docile the nominal
mechanical power which is 1 per unit equal to 3 MW is
observed as 9 m/s. Both Statcom Model & Wind [6] turbine
model are phasor models which assent transient stability
type studies with long simulation times. The considered
system is monitored during 20s.Initially, wind speed is
intended at 8 m/s, then starting at time equal to 2s for first
wind turbine, wind speed is rammed to 11 m/s in 3 seconds.
The same slat of wind is employed to turbine 2 and 3,
respectively with the delay of 2 seconds and 4 seconds.
After that as time reaches the value 15 seconds a
temporary fault is embed at the low voltage terminals (575
V) of second wind turbine.[7]
 Turbine reaction to a Wind Speed Variation
Once the simulation commences, we can observe the
results in change in behaviour of turbine output with the
change in wind speed also variation reactive and active
power, speed of generator and wind, pitch angle for every
turbine. For every pair of turbine, the generated active
power starts rising flexibly along with the wind speed to
reach its rated value of 3 MW in approximately 8s. Within
that time limit the turbine speed will rise from 1.0028 per
unit to 1.0047 per unit. At the beginning the pitch angle of
the turbine blades is zero degree. When the output power
outdo to 3 MW, the pitch angle is rise from 0 degree to 8
degree for bringing output power back to its nominal value.
We observed that the immersed reactive power rises with
the increment in generated active power. At titular power,
each set of wind generators absorbs reactive power of 1.47
Mvar. The total exported power measured at the B25 bus is
9 MW for a wind speed equal to 11m/s, and in that case the
voltage is maintained by statcom as 0.984 per unit by
producing 1.62 Mvar.

Fig.6 Wind Turbines Performance with STATCOM

5. CONCLUSION
Wind is having a random nature and it is not controllable.
Due to this uncertainty, the speed of wind varies
continuously which directly affects the voltage stability of
wind generators. The Voltage stability of wind based
distributed generation system can be considerably improve
by adding an effective FACTS device like STATCOM. The
dynamic model is simulated in Matlab. To analysis the
original effect the simulated system is subjugate to a faults
and natural power operating conditions. The output results
indicate that due to presence of STATCOM in system, the
voltage stability is drastically improved and overall
transmission efficiency of system is improved Also it confer
reactive power compensation to the system and recover the
voltage after being subjugate to any abnormal conditions as
and when required.
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